
THE NATURE OF SCIENCE
Chapter 1



WHAT IS SCIENCE?
• Physics is not just a science but the ideal of what a science should be.

• A science is a field where the scientific method is used to determine truth.  The scientific methods is:

• Observation

• Experiment and Measurement

• Formulation of a Theory or Model

• Testing and Refinement

• In physics your theory needs to also be writable as a mathematical expression.



UNCERTAINTY, ACCURACY AND 
PRECISION

Accuracy is how close a measurement is to the expected value.  
Precision is how close different measurements are to one another.  
Uncertainty is a quantitative measure of how far measurements 
are from the expected value.

range, or difference, between the lowest and the highest measured values. In that case, the lowest value was 10.9 in. and the
highest value was 11.2 in. Thus, the measured values deviated from each other by at most 0.3 in. These measurements were
relatively precise because they did not vary too much in value. However, if the measured values had been 10.9, 11.1, and 11.9,
then the measurements would not be very precise because there would be significant variation from one measurement to
another.

The measurements in the paper example are both accurate and precise, but in some cases, measurements are accurate but not
precise, or they are precise but not accurate. Let us consider an example of a GPS system that is attempting to locate the
position of a restaurant in a city. Think of the restaurant location as existing at the center of a bull’s-eye target, and think of each
GPS attempt to locate the restaurant as a black dot. In Figure 1.24, you can see that the GPS measurements are spread out far
apart from each other, but they are all relatively close to the actual location of the restaurant at the center of the target. This
indicates a low precision, high accuracy measuring system. However, in Figure 1.25, the GPS measurements are concentrated
quite closely to one another, but they are far away from the target location. This indicates a high precision, low accuracy
measuring system.

Figure 1.24 A GPS system attempts to locate a restaurant at the center of the bull’s-eye. The black dots represent each attempt to pinpoint the location
of the restaurant. The dots are spread out quite far apart from one another, indicating low precision, but they are each rather close to the actual location
of the restaurant, indicating high accuracy. (credit: Dark Evil)

Figure 1.25 In this figure, the dots are concentrated rather closely to one another, indicating high precision, but they are rather far away from the actual
location of the restaurant, indicating low accuracy. (credit: Dark Evil)

Accuracy, Precision, and Uncertainty

The degree of accuracy and precision of a measuring system are related to the uncertainty in the measurements. Uncertainty is
a quantitative measure of how much your measured values deviate from a standard or expected value. If your measurements
are not very accurate or precise, then the uncertainty of your values will be very high. In more general terms, uncertainty can be
thought of as a disclaimer for your measured values. For example, if someone asked you to provide the mileage on your car, you
might say that it is 45,000 miles, plus or minus 500 miles. The plus or minus amount is the uncertainty in your value. That is, you
are indicating that the actual mileage of your car might be as low as 44,500 miles or as high as 45,500 miles, or anywhere in
between. All measurements contain some amount of uncertainty. In our example of measuring the length of the paper, we might

say that the length of the paper is 11 in., plus or minus 0.2 in. The uncertainty in a measurement, " , is often denoted as Ȃ"
(“delta " ”), so the measurement result would be recorded as " ± Ȃ" . In our paper example, the length of the paper could be

expressed as 11 in. ± 0.2.

The factors contributing to uncertainty in a measurement include:

1. Limitations of the measuring device,

2. The skill of the person making the measurement,

3. Irregularities in the object being measured,

4. Any other factors that affect the outcome (highly dependent on the situation).
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UNCERTAINTY
• Measurement is essential to all sciences for without accurate measurement you can never prove or 

disprove a theory.  That is one of the reason you have a laboratory section associated with this 
lecture.

• No measurement can be perfect. A measurement always differs from the actual value of some 
quantity. We can see this because if some measurement is done over and over again you won’t 
always get the same answer. This is called measurement error.

• More generally, the fact that the measurement has a certain limit to its accuracy means there is 
always some uncertainty to the value measured.

• Thus understanding the uncertainty of a measurement is crucial to testing a scientific theory.



SIGNIFICANT FIGURES
• One way to be mindful of the limited accuracy of measurement is to pay attention to 

significant figures.

• Significant figures refers to how many digits to keep in a calculation and the guiding 
principle is that your answer shouldn’t become more accurate because you perform 
some math operation.

Is what you get on your calculator,  but notice that the 4.0 and 3.0 you only had two digit 
accuracy and now after the division you know the answer to a ten millionth.  That seems wrong.

110 + 0.0037 = 110.0037 

4.0 ÷ 3.0 = 1.3333333 

Basically significant figures just comes down to not increasing 
the accuracy of your results when you do math.  Round off the 
answer so that it has the same accuracy as when you started.

same in this case
4.0/3.0 = 1.3

110 + 0.0037 = 110



UNITS

• When talking about the real world a number must either refer to a number of things, or 
it must have a unit associated with it.

• If you do not have a unit with your number and it needs one then your answer is wrong.

• Since we will be using units all the time, we will abbreviate them so we don’t have to 
write as much. Thus meters will just be m and seconds just s. 

• Make sure you know what the abbreviation stands for.  Don’t just write a letter if you 
don’t know what it means.



THE METRIC SYSTEM
• We will always use the metric system for our units.  

• This is because the metric system is a really good system that makes sense.  The 
American system is terrible, so terrible that the English who we got it from use the 
metric system and not the English system.

• The basis of the metric system is that there is one fundamental unit for any kind of 
measurement and then you just make it bigger or smaller by adding something in front.

• For example meters gives you centimeters, kilometers, nanometers, pico-meters, giga-
meters, etc.



THE FUNDAMENTAL UNITS
• Most units can be derived from other units. There are only a few fundamental units that have to be defined by some physical means.

• Time - is measured in seconds. The second used to be defined as 1/86,400 of a solar day.  But since the length of the day is getting 
longer, this is not truly a constant. In 1967 the definition was changed to be 9,192,631,770 vibrations of a Cesium atom which can be 
made to vibrate in a very steady way.

• Length - is measured in meters. The meter was first defined as 1/10,000,000 the distance from the equator to the North Pole. In 
1889 this was changed to the distance between two lines on a platinum-iridium bar kept near Paris. In 1960 this was changed to 
1,650,763.73 wavelengths of orange light emitted by Krypton atoms. In 1983, this was changed to the distance light travels in 
1/299,792,458 of a second.  So actually length is not a fundamental unit anymore.

• Mass - is measured in kilograms. The kilogram is defined by a platinum-iridium cylinder kept near Paris which has exact copies kept in 
the U.S. and other countries.

• Charge - Next semester you will learn about the fundamental unit of electric charge, the Ampere



Table 1.2 Metric Prefixes for Powers of 10 and their Symbols

Prefix Symbol Value[1] Example (some are approximate)

exa E 1018 exameter Em 1018  m distance light travels in a century

peta P 1015 petasecond Ps 1015  s 30 million years

tera T 1012 terawatt TW 1012  W powerful laser output

giga G 109 gigahertz GHz 109  Hz a microwave frequency

mega M 106 megacurie MCi 106  Ci high radioactivity

kilo k 103 kilometer km 103  m about 6/10 mile

hecto h 102 hectoliter hL 102  L 26 gallons

deka da 101 dekagram dag 101  g teaspoon of butter

— — 100 (=1)

deci d 10−1 deciliter dL 10−1  L less than half a soda

centi c 10−2 centimeter cm 10−2  m fingertip thickness

milli m 10−3 millimeter mm 10−3  m flea at its shoulders

micro µ 10−6 micrometer µm 10−6  m detail in microscope

nano n 10−9 nanogram ng 10−9  g small speck of dust

pico p 10−12 picofarad pF 10−12  F small capacitor in radio

femto f 10−15 femtometer fm 10−15  m size of a proton

atto a 10−18 attosecond as 10−18  s time light crosses an atom

Known Ranges of Length, Mass, and Time
The vastness of the universe and the breadth over which physics applies are illustrated by the wide range of examples of known
lengths, masses, and times in Table 1.3. Examination of this table will give you some feeling for the range of possible topics and
numerical values. (See Figure 1.20 and Figure 1.21.)

Figure 1.20 Tiny phytoplankton swims among crystals of ice in the Antarctic Sea. They range from a few micrometers to as much as 2 millimeters in
length. (credit: Prof. Gordon T. Taylor, Stony Brook University; NOAA Corps Collections)

1. See Appendix A for a discussion of powers of 10.
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This OpenStax book is available for free at http://cnx.org/content/col11406/1.9

Notice that the metric system is 
just scientific notation with words.



SI OR MKS UNITS
• The standard unit of measurement is physics is called the MKS, or meter, kilogram, second system.

• Length - the basic unit of length is the meter.

• Mass - the basic unit of mass is the kilogram.

• Time - the basic unit of time is the second.

• From these basic units all other more complicated units are derived.  There are other systems of 
basic units, like CGS. When you change the basic units you get different names for derived units. 

• For example in MKS the unit of energy is the Joule, but in CGS the unit of energy is the erg.



EXAMPLE 1.1 - UNIT CONVERSIONS:       
A SHORT DRIVE HOME

• Suppose that you drive the 10.0 km from your school to home in 20.0 min. Calculate your average speed (a) in kilometers per hour 
(km/h) and (b) in meters per second (m/s). (Note:  Average speed is distance traveled divided by time of travel.)

• First we calculate the average speed using the given units. Then we can get the average speed into the desired units by picking the 
correct conversion factor and multiplying by it. The correct conversion factor is the one that cancels the unwanted unit and leaves the 
desired unit in its place.

• (a) Calculate average speed. Substitute the given values for distance and time.

• Convert km/min to km/h: multiply by the conversion factor that will cancel minutes and leave hours. That conversion factor is 60 min/hr

• (b) Convert to m/s using conversion factors 1hr = 3600s and 1km = 1000m
<latexit sha1_base64="V8+gIEobh5oEbguvY2hkMfk0uUE=">AAACRXicdVDBThsxEPUCbSG0JYUjl1EjpB6qYBMUwgEJ0UuPIBFAykaR15kQK/buyvZWilb5uV64c+MPuHAAVb22s5CitmpHsvT83pvx+CW50T5wfhMtLC69ePlqeaW2+vrN27X6u/UznxVOYVdlJnMXifRodIrdoIPBi9yhtInB82TyqdLPv6DzOktPwzTHvpWXqR5pJQNRg3osSZWXCPFH8DniEA6gxWFit8cO4qAteigFVJeMnNBqc+5nzwoIzjnYuSiob0YDOs1WC+y2H9QbvEkGIQRUQOy1OYH9/c6O6ICoJKoGm9fxoH4dDzNVWEyDMtL7nuB56JfSBa0Mzmpx4TGXakIL9wimkpbol48pzGCLmCGMMkcnDfDI/t5RSuv91CbktDKM/d9aRf5L6xVh1OmXOs2LgKl6emhUGAgZVJHCUDtUwUwJSOU07QpqLJ1UgYKvUQi/fgr/B2c7TdFu7p7sNg6P5nEss032nn1ggu2xQ/aZHbMuU+wru2X37CG6iu6ib9H3J+tCNO/ZYH9U9OMnIoWsqQ==</latexit>

average speed = 30km/hr ⇥ 1hr

3600s
⇥ 1000m

1km
= 8.33m/s

<latexit sha1_base64="aif2eXuytNzEj+KBX40HRPyjbEI=">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</latexit>

average speed =
distance

time
=

10.0km

20.0min
= 0.50km/min

<latexit sha1_base64="ud9960jJOOjbHbpIl2yvFNz7/vE=">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</latexit>

average speed = 0.5km/min⇥ 60min

1hr
= 30.0km/hr



Estimation
• It is very useful in physics (and in the rest of you life) to be able to 

estimate calculations.

• Often the estimate is enough to figure out there is no need to be more 
precise.

• In class, the importance of estimation is that you want to estimate what 
answer you get for a problem so that if you get a very different answer 
when you work it out in detail, you can see that you made a mistake.

Your first try at a problem will almost always be wrong!!! 



Estimate 987,654× 48.65  ⋍ 50,000,000
1,000,000 × 50 = 50,000,000 

now this actually equals 48,049,367.1

Estimate (14,870-942)/6.85  ⋍ 2,000

14,000/7 = 2,000 

correct answer is 2,033.284672



ESTIMATION

• What is the volume of a bath tub?

• How many people can a subway train carry?

• What is the total mass of people on the Earth?



HOME WORK

• Chap 1 - 8, 9, 17, 22, 29, 30


